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Abstract
This study examined brain activation in children with Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) to reveal
areas that may contribute to poor movement execution and/or abundant motor overflow. Using functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), 13 boys with DCD (mean age = 9.6yrs ± 0.8) and 13 typically developing
controls (mean age = 9.3yrs ± 0.6) were scanned performing two tasks (finger sequencing and hand clenching)
with their dominant hand, while a four-finger motion sensor recorded contralateral motor overflow on their nondominant hand. Despite displaying increased motor overflow on both functional tasks during scanning, there
were no obvious activation deficits in the DCD group to explain the abundant motor overflow seen. However,
children with DCD were found to display decreased activation in the left superior frontal gyrus on the finger
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sequencing task, an area which plays an integral role in executive and spatially oriented processing. Decreased
activation was also seen in the left inferior frontal gyrus, an area typically active during the observation and
imitation of hand movements. Finally, increased activation in the right postcentral gyrus was seen in children
with DCD, which may reflect increased reliance on somatosensory information during the execution of complex
fine motor tasks.

Keywords: Developmental Coordination Disorder, functional magnetic resonance imaging, brain function,
motor overflow
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Introduction
Affecting up to 6% of school-aged children, Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) is a condition
characterized by the inability to execute movement skills at an age-appropriate level (American Psychiatric
Association 2013). Children display a wide variety of movement problems, including fine and gross motor
clumsiness, difficulty with balance and postural control, and the presence of neurodevelopmental immaturities
such as choreiform and mirror movements (World Health Organisation 2012). The coordination issues are
relatively mild when compared to other movement conditions, but significant enough to cause activity
limitations and participation restrictions, as well as negatively impacting social and emotional development
(Cairney et al. 2010).
The underlying etiology of the movement difficulties associated with DCD is largely unknown, but has
long been suspected to reflect subtle deficits in neurological functioning. To date, there have been limited
neuroimaging studies completed to examine suspected deficits in neurological functioning in this population. On
a response inhibition task, Querne et al. (2008) examined the functional connectivity of the attentional network
of nine children with DCD aged 8-13 years. Even though children with DCD performed the task as well as
controls and were found to engage similar cortical regions, activation patterns of the cortical networks were
different. Specifically, the connectivity between the middle frontal and anterior cingulate cortex to inferior
parietal cortex varied, potentially resulting in the engagement of other inhibitory mechanisms to sustain a good
level of inhibitory control. Other studies examining neurological functioning of children with DCD have looked
at performance on visuomotor tasks. Kashiwagi et al. (2009) found decreased activation in regions associated
with visuomotor control in 12 boys with DCD aged 9-12 years. Finally, Zwicker, Missiuna, Harris and Boyd
(2010) found extensive activation differences in the frontal, parietal and temporal regions of seven children with
DCD aged 8-12 years, with children with DCD activating a different neural network to complete a fine motor
task compared to typically developing children.
While the aforementioned studies have provided great insight into potential mechanisms underlying
DCD, there is certainly a need for ongoing research in this area. Due to the heterogeneous nature of DCD, future
research examining children who present with specific motor symptoms, and not purely on a diagnosis of DCD,
are likely to provide greater insight into cortical areas contributing to particular motor symptoms. One symptom
with the potential to reveal distinct differences in cortical activation patterns, particularly in relation to suspected
deficits in inhibitory control, is motor overflow. Motor overflow, one of a cluster of symptoms classified as a
neurological soft sign, refers to the presence of extraneous movements occurring in parts of the body not
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actively involved in the performance of a task (Licari et al. 2006). Even though motor overflow is considered a
normal developmental phenomenon in children (Largo et al. 2003), abundance or persistence is likely to
substantially interfere with the aesthetics of motor performance (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al. 2000) and potentially
delay motor development. Neurological soft signs were recently suggested to not be indicative for the diagnosis
of DCD (Blank et al. 2012), but evidence from our previous research suggests otherwise (Licari et al. 2006;
Licari and Larkin 2008), highlighting the need for further work to examine such signs in this population.
Motor overflow is displayed on a variety of different tasks and is classified according to the anatomical
location of extraneous movements presented. One type of motor overflow with the potential to be highly suited
to the neuroimaging environment, causing activation in homologous muscles on the side opposite to the primary
action, is contralateral motor overflow. Tasks commonly used to evoke contralateral motor overflow are
repetitive sequential finger movement tasks (Licari et al. 2006; Licari and Larkin 2008; Largo et al. 2001;
MacNeil et al. 2011), with such tasks employed in previous functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
research to investigate other clinical populations (Mostofsky et al. 2006). To date, no studies have been
conducted to investigate cortical activation patterns contributing to increased motor overflow in children with
DCD. This was the primary aim of the present study. In addition, this study sought to examine whether children
with DCD display activation profiles similar to previous fMRI studies investigating other complex visuomotor
tasks. Children with DCD were recruited into this study on the provision that they presented with abundant
motor overflow on clinical examination.

Materials and Methods
Participants
A total of 26 right-handed boys aged 8-10 years were recruited for this study, 13 from State Child Development
Centre in Western Australia with a diagnosis of DCD and 13 group-aged matched typically developing controls.
All children were assessed using the MABC-2 (Henderson et al. 2007) to ensure motor performance was below
that expected for chronological age in the DCD group (<5th percentile) and within the normative range for the
control group (>15th percentile). Handedness was screened using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield
1971). Children with DCD were also assessed using selected items from the Zurich Neuromotor Assessment
(Largo et al. 2001) to ensure they displayed moderate to severe contralateral motor overflow. These items
included finger tapping, finger sequencing and the pegboard. Finally, all children were screened using the
Vanderbilt ADHD Diagnostic Parent Rating Scale (VADPRS, MacNeil et al. 2011) to exclude children with
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attention deficits that may impact motor overflow severity or alter neurological function.
Two weeks prior to scanning, all participants completed fMRI training to familiarise them with the
scanning environment (noise, confined space, head coil), scanning procedure and behavioural tasks to be
performed. Parental consent and child assent was obtained throughout each phase of the study. Ethics approval
was obtained from the Human Research Ethics Committees at the University of Western Australia
(RA/4/1/2572) and Princess Margaret Hospital for Children (1804).

Behavioral Tasks
Participants completed two active tasks on their dominant right hand. The first was a sequential finger
sequencing task which involved participants touching each finger onto their thumb one at a time (Figure 1a).
Children with DCD have been shown to present with abundant contralateral motor overflow on this task (Licari
et al. 2006; Licari and Larkin 2008) and it is a task easily adapted to the scanning environment. The second task
was a repetitive hand clenching task which involved participants opening and closing their hand (Figure 1b).
This task was selected because it involved movement of the same digits and activated similar cortical regions
during piloting. Children with DCD were also assessed performing this task prior to scanning and minimal
contralateral motor overflow was observed, making it a suitable contrast task for this study.

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

Imaging Parameters
Imaging was conducted on a 3T Philips Achieva TX scanner using an 8 channel head coil. High resolution
anatomical images were acquired first (T1-weighted 3D FFE 160 slices 1x1x1 mm), followed by two functional
studies (T2-weighted gradient echo, TR/TE = 3000/35ms, flip angle 90 o, 24 axial slices with a thickness of
4mm, interslice gap = 0mm). A randomized block design was employed, with participants completing a task
continuously for 27 seconds followed by a 12 second period of rest. Each task was completed 8 times in total.
Visual and auditory stimuli (metronome ticks at 0.8Hz) were used to prompt and coordinate each task. Total
scan time was 16 minutes.
An individually made thermo-plastic splint was worn by participants on the active dominant hand
during scanning to isolate movement in the digits. A custom built four-finger motion sensor glove (Mag Design
& Engineering, California) with flex sensors along each digit (see Fig. 2) was worn by participants on their non-
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dominant inactive hand to record any displacement of digits during performance of functional tasks (sampling
rate 100Hz).

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE

Statistical Analysis
MRI data were analyzed using Brainvoyager QX software (version 2.1, Brain Innovations, Maastricht,
Netherlands). Preprocessing of the data included both three-dimensional motion correction (mean displacement
DCD = 1.08mm, Control = 0.92mm) and temporal filtering to remove head movement and signal drift
respectively. All images were smoothed using an 8mm full half width maximum Gaussian kernel to improve
registration across participants. Each participant’s functional images were co-registered with their high
resolution anatomical image and normalized to Talairach space. Contrast maps were created at the individual
level for each subject. In a second level multi-subject random effects GLM, ANOVAs were performed to
explore differences between conditions and groups. All results are reported in Talairach space with activation
passing a threshold of p<0.05 (false discovery rate (FDR) corrected) with a voxel-extent threshold of k>15.
Analysis of the glove data was performed using a custom written program in MATLAB (MATLAB,
version 7.11.0 2010b, Mathworks, Inc., USA) synchronized to functional run times. A fast fourier transform
analysis was carried out to discern the mean amplitude of displacement for each digit, which was then summed
to create a mean total overflow score for each condition. A one-way ANOVA using SPSS 18.0 was performed
to look at the differences between groups across conditions and to explore participant characteristics (age,
MABC-2, VADPRS).

Results
Participant Characteristics
The DCD (mean age= 9.6yrs ± 0.8) and control group (mean age =9.3yrs ± 0.6) were well matched for age with
no significant differences between the groups (p=0.395). As expected, the DCD group displayed significantly
lower scores on the MABC-2 (mean =1.7+1.6, p<0.003) compared to the control group (mean = 42.2+18.15),
with all children with DCD falling below the 5th percentile. While the DCD group displayed slightly higher
scores on the VADPRS (mean=22.2+14.3) compared to the control group (mean=19.6+14.0), these were not
statistically significant (p=0.091).
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Motor Overflow
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the DCD group displayed significantly greater contralateral motor overflow compared to
controls on both the finger sequencing (p=0.002) and hand clenching tasks (p=0.039) during scanning. When the
tasks were compared within groups, children with DCD displayed significantly more motor overflow on the
finger sequencing task compared to hand clenching (p=0.034), while there was no significant differences
between the tasks in the control group (p=0.483).

INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE

Condition Contrasts (Sequencing > Clenching)
On both the finger sequencing and hand clenching tasks, there was extensive activation in the left and right
middle and inferior occipital gyri (BA19) and the left frontal and parietal lobes (BA 3,4,5,6, 9,40). There were
two regions of activation seen on the finger sequencing task that were not seen on the hand clenching task; these
included the right precentral gyrus (BA6) and the right precuneus (BA7). There was also significantly greater
activation in the right middle occipital gyrus (BA19) on the finger sequencing task.

Group x Condition Contrasts
On the finger sequencing task, the control group displayed greater activation in the left superior frontal gyrus
(BA9, Fig. 4a) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA44, Fig. 4b), while the DCD group displayed increased
activation in the right postcentral gyrus (BA3, Fig. 4c). Coordinates and volumes of significant clusters on the
finger sequencing task are presented in Table 1. There were no significant activation differences between groups
in the hand clenching condition.

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE

Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate cortical activation in children with DCD to reveal areas that potentially
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contribute to poor execution of movement tasks and the increased prevalence of motor overflow. The tasks
included in this study were both complex, one requiring individualized synchronization of each digit and the
other precise movements of all four digits. Even though there were visual prompts on screen to assist with the
timing of tasks, participants were unable to see their hand during scanning and had to rely on sensory input from
sources such as proprioception and touch. Of the two tasks, finger sequencing initiated the most contralateral
motor overflow and it was also the task where three distinct areas of activation difference were seen between the
two groups.
A large cluster of deactivation was found in the DCD group in the left superior frontal gyrus (SFG),
encompassing the lateral and superior portion of BA9. Lesion studies have revealed that the left SFG plays an
integral role in working memory, is active during the highest level of executive processing, and is involved in
spatially oriented processing (Du Boisgueheneuc et al. 2006), all key elements necessary for the execution of the
finger sequencing task used in this study. The finding of decreased activation in the left SFG in the DCD group
is consistent with Zwicker et al. (2010), indicating that children with DCD potentially have a deficit in this
region. The findings also provide evidence to support behavioural studies reporting poorer performance on
working memory tasks in this population (Piek et al. 2007).
The SFG forms part of an extensive cortical-subcortical network, the cerebellar-thalamic-prefrontal
network, predominantly involved in higher order functioning. Even though studying activation of subcortical
regions was beyond the scope of our study, it is impossible to rule out that the hypoactivity seen in the SFG was
not related to deficits extending to and from other regions. Deficits in the structure and function of the
cerebellar-thalamic-prefrontal network have been reported in other clinical populations presenting with
abundant motor overflow, in particular in schizophrenia. Studies have revealed that patients with schizophrenia
have reduced volumes in the superior frontal gyrus and cerebellum, and these reduced volumes have been
moderately correlated with abundant neurological soft signs (Mouchet-Mages et al. 2011; Venkatasubramanian
et al. 2008) which typically includes the measurement of motor overflow. According to the cognitive dysmetria
model of schizophrenia, disrupted connectivity is thought to occur between cortical regions and the cerebellum
which has negative consequences for linking perception, retention, retrieval and response (Andreasen et al.
1996). This ultimately influences cognitive systems including memory, attention and execution and their related
sub-processes such as inhibition (Venkatasubramanian et al. 2008). Even though schizophrenia and DCD are
two distinctly different conditions, there are similarities in certain motor symptoms and measures of cognitive
function (i.e. working memory), which may suggest some commonality in underlying pathophysiology at the
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network level. Cerebellar deficits in DCD have long being suspected (Zwicker et al. 2009), and there is some
preliminary evidence to suggest slight morphological differences (Mariën et al. 2010) and underactivation of the
cerebellum (Zwicker et al. 2011), however further research is needed to examine whether this region and its
associated networks play a role in this disorder.
The second area of activation difference seen between the two groups in the present study was in the
posterior part of the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), a finding once again consistent with Zwicker et al. (2010).
Some may consider activation in this area to be quite an unusual finding, certainly when this area is normally
associated with speech production. Interestingly, this area is also involved in the imagination, imitation and
observation of complex hand movements, forming part of the mirror neuron system (MNS, Binkofski et al.
1999a, 199b). The MNS is thought to play a key role in our ability to model the behavior and action of others,
the most widely used form of learning. The participants involved in this study were certainly imitating the hand
actions observed during scanning, with the images presented individually within each condition; thus, it is
highly likely that the MNS was active during the performance of the tasks. Even though the participants with
DCD were able to perform the required actions during scanning, the decreased activity seen in the IFG may
reflect a potential deficit in the development and functioning of the MNS. The MNS was recently hypothesized
to be an underlying cause of motor impairments in children with DCD (Werner et al. 2012) with supportive
evidence coming from studies reporting that children with DCD have difficulty learning and performing
complex imitative gestures (Ozbič and Filipčič 2010). These findings however are not consistent with other
studies reporting no such difficulties in gestural and imitative performance (Dewey et al. 2007). Therefore, there
is a need for further research to examine whether children with DCD truly have difficulties learning complex
imitative tasks and, at the cortical level, if there is a deficit in the functioning of parietal-premotor networks
where the MNS is thought to exist.
The final area of activation difference in the present study was in the right postcentral gyrus, with the
DCD group displaying increased activation in this area. This area plays an important role in the ongoing
processing of somatic sensation. Because the children had to rely heavily on sensory information to execute the
sequencing task, it is possible that the increased activation seen in the DCD group may have reflected increased
reliance on this information to execute the task correctly. It may also reflect sensory integration deficits
frequently seen in this population (Elbason et al. 2012). Interestingly, this finding is not consistent with Zwicker
et al. (2010), who found decreased activation in the left postcentral gyrus in children with DCD when
performing a trail tracing task. Additionally, on a similar sequential finger movement task to the one used in the
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present study, Mostofsky et al. (2006) reported decreased activation of the right postcentral gyrus in children
with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), a population known to display abundant motor overflow
and some overlap with other motor symptoms. The differences found between studies may reflect task exposure,
with children in the present study introduced to the behavioral tasks during their familiarization session two
weeks prior to scanning and having the opportunity to practice at home. This may have facilitated the increased
utilization of this sensory area and enabled children to execute the tasks with greater ease. Other potential
reasons for the conflicting results could simply relate to task differences and the higher demand for sensory
processing in the present study.
While this study has revealed some interesting findings concerning potential cortical deficits in
children with DCD, there were no obvious activation deficits to explain the abundant motor overflow seen. As
mentioned, functioning of the SFG may be implicated based on moderate correlations between this area and
neurological soft signs in previous research, but when comparing it to other studies examining motor overflow,
the findings differ. Mostofsky et al. (2006) reported a smaller extent of activation in the contralateral primary
motor cortex of children with ADHD, which they attributed to insufficient neuronal activity necessary for the
mobilisation of interhemispheric inhibition, a proposed causal mechanism for motor overflow. Interestingly, if
this insufficiency existed, one may expect to see differing activation in the ipsilateral cortex also, but this was
not seen. In the present study, no differences were found in the cortical activation patterns of the contralateral
motor cortex between the two groups. Ipsilateral activation was seen in the premotor and motor areas; however
this did not differ between the two groups. This ipsilateral activation could potentially be related to transcallosal
inhibitory activation, but may also reflect bilateral planning and execution needed for the execution of complex
unimanual tasks.
Even though fMRI certainly has the potential to explore motor symptoms linked to deficits like
inhibition, other techniques may reveal more distinct differences in activation profiles. For instance, transcranial
magnetic stimulation, capable of separating excitatory and inhibitory activation, may provide more detailed
information concerning suspected inhibitory deficits in this population. This, along with further neuroimaging
studies, are certainly an area worth pursuing in the future to help better understand the nature of this complex
movement condition. Limitations of our work include the cortical area studied, with the scan volume not
extending into sub-cortical areas. Further research examining these areas may provide greater insight into
deficits in cognitive systems and their associated neural functions at a network level. In addition, despite
attempts to select a contrast task that minimized the expression of motor overflow, children with DCD still
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displayed considerable amounts of motor overflow during the hand clenching task. This may have impacted our
ability to clearly identify areas contributing to abundant motor overflow across the two tasks studied. Finally,
selection of children with DCD was based on one of the four diagnostic criteria from the DSM-IV criteria
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000), with poor motor performance (<5 th percentile) established using the
MABC-2.
The present study has provided valuable confirmatory evidence to previous neuroimaging studies,
adding to the growing body of literature demonstrating differences in neurological functioning in children with
DCD. Specifically, it has provided evidence to support dysfunction in cortical regions associated with working
memory and executive functioning, along with preliminary evidence to support suspected deficits in the MNS.
This study is also one of the first to quantify a neurological symptom concurrently during scanning.
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Fig. 1 Images displayed for the finger sequencing (a.) and hand clenching (b.) tasks

Fig. 2 Motion sensor glove used to record motor overflow.
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Fig. 3 Total mean displacement (motor overflow) on the finger sequencing and hand clenching tasks in the DCD
and Control groups
* p<0.05, ** p<0.001

Fig. 4 Increased activation in the Con>DCD in the left superior frontal gyrus (a.) and left inferior frontal gyrus
(b.), and increased activation in the DCD>Con in the right postcentral gyrus (c.) on the finger sequencing task.
TRA = transverse plane, COR = coronal plane
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Table 1. Significant activation on the finger sequencing task
Brain Region

k

BA

Talairach Coordinates
x
y
z

Sequence: Con>DCD
Left superior frontal gyrus
Left inferior frontal gyrus

157
113

9
44

-7
-59

53
7

23
6

Sequence: DCD>Con
Right postcentral gyrus

59

3

20

-35

58

FDR corrected < 0.05
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